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Life Is Chill, a pioneer in the cannabis

industry, is thrilled to announce the

launch of its latest innovation, Chill

Drops.

PHOENIX, ARIZONA, UNITED STATES,

July 25, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Life

Is Chill, a pioneer in the cannabis

industry, is thrilled to announce the

launch of its latest innovation, Chill

Drops, available exclusively at select

dispensaries starting July 31, 2024. This

groundbreaking product represents a

significant leap forward in cannabis

technology, featuring the cutting-edge

Lipofusion® technology, a nano-

liposomal delivery matrix that has

been meticulously developed over

several years of dedicated research

and development.

Chill Drops offer an unparalleled

cannabis experience with unrivaled

absorption and rapid onset, ensuring

users benefit from the full potential of

THC. These drops are odorless,

flavorless, and water-soluble, with no

added sugar, making them a versatile

addition to any lifestyle. These drops

are designed for patients wanting to

microdose. This water-soluble product

is perfect for dosing beverages and

food. 

http://www.einpresswire.com


"We are incredibly excited to bring Chill Drops to the market," says Francis Baczek, President of

Life Is Chill. "Our team has worked tirelessly to perfect this product, and we believe it will set a

new standard for cannabis consumption. The Lipofusion® technology ensures that our

consumers receive the maximum benefits of our products in the most efficient manner

possible."

Chief Scientific Officer for Life Is Chill, Dr. Charles C. Johnson, PhD, elaborates on the innovation:

“The Chill Drops incorporating the Lipofusion technology are a significant breakthrough product

release,” he says. “Lipofusion not only provides a water-soluble beverage additive but also offers

enhanced bioavailability for the user. Chill Drops are the latest in performance products

incorporating the best technology available for the Life Is Chill experience our customers have

come to know and expect.”

As part of the initial launch on July 31, 2024, Chill Drops will be available at Arizona-based

dispensaries including Sticky Saguaro, Superior Dispensary, Noble, All Greens, and The Good

Dispensary. Other dispensaries are expected to stock Chill Drops soon.

Life Is Chill is committed to delivering top-tier cannabis products that enhance well-being and

offer exceptional quality. Chill Drops embodies this commitment, providing a seamless and

enjoyable way to incorporate cannabis into daily routines.

For more information about Chill Drops and Life Is Chill, please visit our website at

www.lifeischill.com 

About Life Is Chill

Life Is Chill is a leading cannabis company based in Arizona, dedicated to creating innovative,

high-quality cannabis products. With a focus on wellness and sustainability, Life Is Chill

continually strives to enhance the lives of its customers through cutting-edge technology and a

deep commitment to quality.

For further details, updates, follow Life Is Chill on Instagram @lifeischillusa

Francis Baczek

Life is Chill

Press@lifeischill.com

This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/730285814
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